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LOCAL GOVERNMENT — NUISANCE DOGS 
Grievance 

MR P.T. MILES (Wanneroo — Parliamentary Secretary) [9.50 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for 
Local Government, Hon Tony Simpson. It concerns the need for councils to streamline the reporting 
requirements for residents affected by the constant barking of nuisance dogs. In my electorate, the City of 
Wanneroo requires residents who report nuisance dogs to keep a detailed diary of seven to 14 days, after which, 
action may be taken. However, I believe my constituents are being unfairly burdened by the City of Wanneroo’s 
insistence on detailed paperwork. This requirement is not unique to this municipality. We all know the difficulty 
of living within earshot of a dog that barks all hours of the day and night, especially for shift workers such as 
nurses, policemen and the like. My office receives many calls from constituents asking them for help to 
overcome the perennial problem of dogs barking incessantly. Our advice to them is to contact the council and to 
follow its procedures, which involve keeping a detailed diary for one or two weeks. 

Many times the constituents call us back to either voice their frustration about having to go through such 
a procedure or to complain that even though they have provided a diary, the council has taken no action and the 
dog is still keeping them awake during the day or night, depending on the circumstances. I understand the main 
reason councils have asked residents to keep a diary of barking dogs is to try to track complaints and eliminate 
non-genuine complaints. However, I think that puts the cart before the horse. The vast majority of people will 
have no interest in making a false complaint about a neighbour and a dog just to be vindictive. They are busy 
enough in their own lives and are happy to keep peace with their neighbours. Only a tiny minority might carry 
out some sort of vendetta against their neighbour and resort to that strategy to cause trouble. 

Why does the council want to fall into the old trap of seeking to make the majority of us conform to burdensome, 
bureaucratic requirements because of the actions of a very tiny minority? I wrote to the City of Wanneroo in this 
case and suggested they adopt the best-practice guidelines when dealing with nuisance dogs, which the state 
government put in place when the Dog Act was recently updated. The council’s response indicated that it was 
satisfied that its current procedures do not need to be amended. Given the number of calls I have had in my 
office on this issue, it is clear to me that the City of Wanneroo’s current policy is cumbersome and places an 
unnecessary burden on residents affected by errant canines. This policy requires the complainant and 
surrounding neighbours to keep diaries detailing barking episodes for seven to 14 days before a complaint is 
investigated. 
I believe all councils in Western Australia should implement the more streamlined approach under the Dog Act, 
which was amended in 2013, to deal with nuisance complaints. The Dog Act 2013 amended the test for nuisance 
barking by removing the need to prove that the perpetual barking of a dog is not normal or habitual. The revised 
act also changed the test of effect when a barking dog has a disturbing effect on a person’s physical, mental or 
social wellbeing. It is unreasonable interference to the peace, comfort or convenience of any person. New section 
38(2), which has replaced section 38(3) of the Dog Act now provides for local government to take action on just 
one complaint. Section 38(3) required complaints from three people, two of whom had to be from different 
premises in order for the abatement notice to be issued if, indeed, a notice was going to be issued. Amendments 
to section 38(3) and (4) clarify the capacity of authorised persons, if they are satisfied that a dog is creating 
a nuisance, to issue an order to prevent the behaviour and the abatement of the nuisance. The order is effective 
for up to six months, as clarified in section 38(4), and if not complied with, the dog’s owner is deemed to be 
committing an offence and, therefore, liable to a penalty. These amendments put the onus of responsibility on the 
dog’s owner or owners and remove the burdensome reporting requirements from the injured parties—and that is 
how it should be. 
I believe, minister, that the best-practice guidelines in the act need to be made to government regulations. Today, 
I am asking the minister to regulate those best-practice guidelines. This will streamline the way in which dog 
nuisance complaints are handled by local councils the length and breadth of our state and will certainly remove 
the need for neighbours to keep diaries of barking episodes. Can the minister please advise whether he is 
prepared to look at this issue and will take the action I have outlined today? 
MR A.J. SIMPSON (Darling Range — Minister for Local Government) [9.55 am]: I thank the member for 
Wanneroo for his grievance. This is a very big issue. Animal problems with cats and dogs in local government 
are very widespread. This government has a very proud record of trying to rectify those problems. Last year 
I brought in the Dog Amendment Bill and the former Minister for Local Government brought in new cat 
legislation. Most people like to have some household pets but when those pets are not well maintained or 
properly looked after, it can have a huge impact on the lifestyle of next-door neighbours. In his speech, the 
member for Wanneroo touched on the effects of barking dogs on shift workers. As a former baker, I know what 
it is like trying to sleep in the mid-afternoon while the dog next door is constantly barking. That can be very 
disturbing. The member is right—in 2013 we reviewed the Dog Act and introduced best-practice guidelines for 
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nuisance dogs and so forth. The member touched on the issue of diaries, and this highlights one of the clear 
problems with the current legislation. If a ranger or authorised person in local government wants to take action 
against a person with a nuisance dog, they must stand up in a court of law with the evidence to prove that the dog 
has been barking. How can we stop someone from being vindictive against their neighbour and keeping a diary 
of false information when there is no way to check that? 
Under the Local Government Act, we have set up a streamlined process to try to resolve this issue. The modern 
world has moved on and a lot more information is available to assist us. Local government can buy dog collars to 
put on the apparently nuisance dog for 48 hours while it runs around the backyard. After 48 hours, the collar is 
taken off the dog and plugged into a computer at the council office, and it will then show how many times and at 
what times of the day and night the dog barked. That gives the ranger clear evidence of when a dog has been 
a nuisance and the ranger can then decide to take action. One of the clear needs in this process is to have the 
evidence of the incessant barking. 
We acquired a border collie as a pup for my daughter, but we did not realise until the dog was four months old 
that it was deaf. If a plane flew over our backyard in the middle of the night, the dog would see it and go crazy 
and bark at it, so we put a “zap” collar on the dog. Zap collars give dogs a little shock, which stops them from 
barking. 
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected. 
Mr A.J. SIMPSON: Yes. The dog was deaf. The collar worked well; we used to put it on the dog at night when 
she was in the backyard, and it stopped the barking. 
Mr D.A. Templeman: I can use one on my kids! 
Mr A.J. SIMPSON: I think the Minister for Child Protection may have a problem with that, member for 
Mandurah! 

Mr D.A. Templeman: I withdraw that comment! 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON: Interestingly, all I have to do now is show my dog the collar and she puts her head down 
straightaway and stops barking. I was conscious that my neighbours had to put up with my dog’s barking. 

There are methods available, but with regard to the member for Wanneroo’s comments about this issue, I spoke 
this year at the Western Australian Local Government Association annual general meeting about getting some 
equalisation around local government laws. Through this reform process, we can get every local government to 
adopt by-laws equally. As former local government members, the member for Wanneroo and I know that we can 
present what are commonly known as dog and cat laws to the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated 
Legislation . We have seen that process work. Since becoming a minister, I have become aware that a local 
government will look at what the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation has accepted and then cut 
and paste that into its local law. Quite simply, it is making local laws. Councils might want to make their own 
laws but the reality is that we need to get uniformity, and this is one of those clear areas where they are needed. 
Legislation now covers all cats and dogs. The Dog Act was reviewed last year and from 1 November 2013 the 
Cat Act was implemented. We now have clear data on the number of cats and dogs people own. We need to 
provide a framework so that local governments can implement guidelines so that clear evidence can be given to 
resolve the issue. As the member for Wanneroo pointed out, the issue is quite clearly barking dogs and the need 
for the ranger to visit the place. Sometimes the problem arises because a dog can see through gaps in the gate, so 
as soon as it sees someone outside, it barks. Placing tin or something over the gaps in the gate is certainly one 
step towards fixing the problem. 

Another important thing is to try to get local government to take action. The member touched on the fact that 
a number have to do those diaries. I will go back to where I started: they are trying to get the evidence to 
commence the prosecution process. The member is right, and I will write to the Mayor of the City of Wanneroo 
on his behalf and include a copy of the guidelines. I will encourage the mayor to look at, and implement, these 
guidelines so that the council has what is called a standard practice. We did a lot of work around this issue in 
particular in reviewing the Dog Act last year — 
Mr P.T. Miles: Is there a reason that you would not want to put those streamlined processes into regulations to 
force them to put them into place? 
Mr A.J. SIMPSON: It is something we could look at. When I spoke at the AGM — 
Mr P.T. Miles: Because they have had long enough to put them in place. 
Mr A.J. SIMPSON: Yes, they have had long enough—since November last year—to start looking at 
implementing these guidelines. It is something we need to address. When we went through the cat legislation, we 
looked at trying to put in a similar sort of restriction related to the number of cats. We have left that to local 
government, but the reality is right now we are trying to get equalisation around local government laws. We may 
have to look at putting this in the regulations to make sure they implement the best-practice guidelines. 
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Mr Acting Speaker, I table for the rest of today’s sitting the guidelines on the investigation and handling of 
nuisance dogs. 
[See paper 2042.] 
Mr A.J. SIMPSON: It is an interesting document to read. I will write to the City of Wanneroo on behalf of the 
member. I think the member for Wanneroo might be right—putting it in the regulations might be the next level 
to look at. A fair bit of work is being done with the association to get some equalisation of local laws, especially 
to do with delegation. This is one we could touch on through that process. After the reform is announced and the 
identity is gone, each one of those local governments will have to review its policy and come up with an 
equalisation policy. That is a time when we can put it in and say, “Here you are; here’s one we prepared earlier. 
Adopt this one.” It will go through the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation as local law. With 
a little luck, 30 metropolitan councils will go down to 15 or 16. They will have an opportunity to have the same 
law across all of them, which we are trying to achieve in a number of these areas. It is a very good grievance. 
The barking dog issue causes local governments a fair bit of grievance. 
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